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Reliability Of Liquid Core Optical Waveguides For Sensitive Optical Absorption   
                               Measurements Of Trace Species In Water 
  
                                                  Avishekh Pal 
 
 
                                                   ABSTRACT 
 
  Long path optical waveguides can be used in optical absorption measurements to 
increase the optical path length and, thus, the overall absorption of a sample.   Recently, 
1m long coiled Liquid Waveguide Capillary Cells (LWCC) have been used by analytical 
spectroscopists to measure the absorption strength of weakly absorbing liquids.  
However, most of these measurements have used conventional light sources such as 
Xenon or Halogen lamps and not spectroscopic laser sources. 
 In this thesis study, we used a LWCC absorption waveguide and a laser light 
source to measure, for the first time to our knowledge, the optical transmission through 
several water or liquid samples.  It was found upon using the LWCC waveguide, the 
coherent laser light source tended to produce larger variability (>±15%) in the 
measurements of transmission readings than that for a conventional absorption cell or a 
conventional light source.  This was especially evident when the LWCC waveguide was 
 xiv
 
 
 
 
 
chemically cleaned with an acid and a base solution between each sample run as directed 
by the manufacturer.  The non-coherent optical sources, Halogen lamp and Xenon arc 
lamp, produced more stable (±3%) transmission measurements.  Finally, using a Helium 
Neon laser scattered off a diffuse reflecting surface was found to produce moderate 
variability (±7%), but this was much less than the coherent Helium Neon laser alone.  It 
was concluded that the use of the coherent source was more susceptible than the non-
coherent source to small changes in the reflectivity or index of refraction along the wall 
of the coiled LWCC waveguide.  Our results are consistent with recent work by Barwicz 
and Haus, and by Lytle and Splawn who saw a large dependence of the transmission 
through a hollow straight waveguide upon changes in the polarization and input angle of 
the laser beam directed into the waveguide. 
 1
 
                            CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
  Optical absorption is a very well known and tested form of spectroscopy.   The 
absorption of visible and ultraviolet radiation by different chemical compounds is due to 
the excitation of electrons in the absorbing molecule.  Usually optical absorption 
measurements are performed in the infrared spectral region in order to investigate 
rotational or vibrational-rotational transitions and in the UV-visible to study electronic 
energy levels.  In the past, optical absorption has been employed for detecting trace 
elements in samples 1,2,3,4,5 and to determine real-time water purity analysis.6,7  Also of 
importance is the attenuation of different bodies of water and oceans since this effects 
optical propagation and transmission of sunlight and underwater laser communication 
systems.  This can be seen in Figure 1.1 that shows typical attenuation values in water for 
different water samples.   As can be seen, differences in water quality and levels of 
organic matter (often called turbidity) affect the attenuation coefficient. 
   For the absorption spectroscopy measurements to be sensitive we need to make 
sure the absorption of the sample is substantial.   For a highly absorbing material this is 
not a problem, but for a weakly absorbing sample one needs to increase the path length of 
the absorption cell to increase the overall absorption.   To achieve this, various methods 
have been used including multipassing the light beam through an absorption cell by using 
parallel mirrors, using a long optical fiber, and more recently using hollow waveguides or 
liquid core capillary waveguides. 
  
 
Figure 1.1 Attenuation coefficient of water (adapted from Tyler and Presisendorfer, 
                 1962)                                             
 2
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In the work performed in this thesis we measured the absorption of various water 
samples with a conventional 1 cm quartz absorption cell and with a 1 m long liquid core 
capillary waveguide cell that was coiled into a smaller 20 cm diameter package.   In 
addition, we used various light sources like a halogen lamp, Xenon arc lamp, Nd:YAG 
lasers at 266 nm and 355 nm and a Heliuim Neon laser at 632.8 nm wavelength for the 
excitation source.   Our results were interesting in that we found upon using the LWCC 
(Liquid Waveguide Capillary Cell) the coherent light sources tended to produce larger 
variability in the measurements of transmission readings than that for the conventional 
absorption cell.  This was especially evident when the LWCC waveguide was flushed and 
cleaned between each sample runs.  The non-coherent sources seemed more stable and 
thus were more reliable for sensitive measurements.  Finally, using a Helium Neon laser 
scattered off a diffuse reflecting surface also was found to produce variability, but this 
was much less than using the direct coherent Helium Neon laser alone.   It was concluded 
that the use of the coherent source was more susceptible than the non-coherent source to 
small changes in the reflectivity, index of refraction, or angle of propagation along the 
wall of the LWCC waveguide.   These results are important because they show, for the 
first time to our knowledge, the measurement error using a laser spectroscopic source 
with the coiled LWCC waveguide. 
 
      The organization of the thesis is as follows.  Chapter 2 describes optical absorption, 
Beer Lambert Law, and the need for a long path optical waveguide.  Chapter 3 describes 
 4
the basic theory of optical waveguide modes.   Chapter 4 gives an overview of the theory 
of transmission of light through cylindrical waveguides.  Chapter 5 describes the 
commercial LWCC waveguide that was used in this thesis and the cleaning procedure 
used after every measurement. Chapter 6 describes the experimental results obtained for 
transmission through a conventional 1 cm quartz cell for different water samples using 
the 266 nm and 355 nm laser source.   Chapter 7 describes and explains the experimental 
setup using the LWCC waveguide and the results obtained for various water samples 
using the 355 nm laser source.  In Chapter 8 the variability in LWCC waveguide 
transmission measurements for various water samples using a coherent light sources are 
given.  In Chapter 9 the results for the variability in LWCC waveguide transmission 
measurements for various water samples using non-coherent light sources are shown.   In 
Chapter 10 the variability in LWCC waveguide transmission measurements for various 
water samples using a scattered coherent light source is shown.  Comparison of the 
variability of LWCC waveguide with different light sources and possible link to the 
surface changes or propagation changes are discussed in Chapter 11.   Our conclusions 
and areas of future work are presented in Chapter 12.  
 
   Finally it should be added that the motivation for this work was the need to 
measure, with precision, the absorption or attenuation of different ocean water samples 
during research cruises.8  During previous work, it was found that precision absorption 
measurements would be helpful in interpreting changes in laser-induced fluorescence 
measurements observed as different bodies of water were probed. 
 
  
CHAPTER 2.  OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND NEED FOR LONG PATH   
                                               OPTICAL   WAVEGUIDE 
 
 
 
  Optical absorption is due to the electronic transitions between the allowed energy 
levels of a molecule usually involving either the rotational or vibrational or electronic 
levels.   In order to measure the absorption strength or attenuation, an optical absorption 
setup is often used.  Figure 2.1 shows the basic schematic of an absorption measurement 
setup.   It uses a laser as a light source to transmit the light through an absorption cell 
containing the sample to be measured.   A beam splitter and a detector is used before the 
light enters the cell, to sample the incident beam intensity and the transmitted light beam 
is then detected by detector number two.  The transmission of the sample is calculated 
from the two readings at the two detectors using the Beer Lambert Law. 
 
2.1 Beer Lambert Law  
       
  The Beer Lambert law describes the transmission (and absorption) of an optical 
beam by an absorbing species and is given by 9 
 
                                                 ,                                          (2.1)           
zNz eIeII σα −− == 00
 where 
                                         a = absorption coefficient (cm-1) , 
 5
                                         z =  optical path length  ( cm )  , 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of apparatus to measure optical absorption and transmission. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
 
 7
 
 
 
 
                                         s  =  absorption cross section ( cm2) , 
                 and                   N  = concentration of molecule (molecules / cm3) . 
 
             The transmission and absorption of the beam is given by 
 
                                             Transmission        T   =   I  /  I0  , 
                                                                  Absorption                 A   =   1 – T   , 
                      and                 Absorbance   =  -  log 10 ( T )  . 
 
As can be seen in Equation (2.1), the attenuation, az , is the product of the 
absorption of the substance and the optical path length.  For sensitive spectroscopic 
measurements we want the sample to have moderate to high absorption, but for weakly 
absorbing substances, where a is small, we have to increase the pathlength of the cell.  
This can often be accomplished by making multipasses of the beam through the cell or by 
using long optical waveguides.  
 
            An optical waveguide is a light conduit consisting of a slab, strip or cylinder of 
transparent material surrounded by another material of lower refractive index.  The light 
is transported through the inner medium without radiating into the surrounding medium 
because of total internal reflection.  Figure 2.2 shows several different geometries of 
optical waveguide.  The most widely used of these waveguide geometries is an optical 
fiber, as shown in Figure 2.2 (c) which is made of an inner core and an outer cladding of 
low-loss dielectric material such as glass. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       (a)                                             (b)                                               (c) 
Fig 2.2    Optical waveguides : (a) slab geometry ; (b) strip geometry ; 
               (c) fiber or capillary geometry 
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CHAPTER 3. BASIC THEORY OF RECTANGULAR OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES 
 
 
In this chapter the theory behind the transmission of electromagnetic radiation 
through a rectangular waveguide is given. The equations outlined were obtained from 
Fundamentals of Photonics, by Saleh and Laser and Electro-Optics, by Davis.10,11   The 
equations are given here for completeness and will be used later to show that the surface 
roughness and small changes in index of refraction or reflection angle inside the core 
(especially due to surface films) can greatly influence the overall transmission of the 
waveguide.   
3.1 Wave Guide Modes 
 
 
  
There are a number of important effects in waveguide propagation that require the 
use of electromagnetic theory.  A simple approach to carrying out an electromagnetic 
analysis is to associate with each optical ray a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) plane 
wave.   The total electromagnetic field is the sum of these plane waves.  Consider a 
propagating monochromatic TEM plane wave of wavelength λ=λ0/n, wave number   
k=nk0, and phase velocity c = c0 / n, where n is the refractive index of the medium 
between two mirrors as shown in Figure 3.1.  The wave is polarized in the x direction and 
its wave vector lies in the y - z plane at an angle θ with the z-axis.   Like the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     Fig.3.1.  Optical plane waveguide 
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optical ray, the wave reflects from the upper mirror, travels at an angle -θ, reflects 
from the lower mirror, and travels once more at an angle θ, and so on.   Since the electric 
field is parallel to the mirror, each reflection is accompanied by a phase shift π, but the 
amplitude and polarization are not changed. The π phase shift ensures that the sum of 
each wave and its own reflection vanishes so that the total field is zero at the mirrors.  At 
each point within the wave-guide we have TEM waves traveling in the upward direction 
at an angle θ and others traveling in the downward direction at an angle - θ; all waves are 
polarized in the x direction. 
  On imposing a self-consistency condition by requiring that as the wave reflects 
twice, it reproduce itself as shown in Figure 3.2, so that we have only two distinct plane 
waves.  Fields that satisfy this condition are called eigenmodes or simply modes of the 
waveguide. Modes are fields that maintain the same transverse distribution and 
polarization at all distances along the waveguide axis.  Self-consistency guarantees this 
shape invariance as shown in Figure 3.3.  In reference to Figure 3.2, the phase shift 
encountered by the original wave in traveling from A to B must be equal to, or different 
by an integer multiple of 2π, from that encountered when the wave reflects, travels from 
A to C, and reflects once more. Accounting for a phase shift of p at each reflection, we 
have 2 π AC / λ - 2 π – 2 π AB / λ = 2 π q , where q = 0,1,2,... .  Since AC - AB = 2d sin q, 
where d is the distance between the mirrors, 2 π (2d sin θ)/ λ = 2 π (q + 1), and 
 
 
                            md πθλ
π 2sin22 =                        ,                                           (3.1) 
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 where  m =1,2……………,     and m = q +1 .    
 
  The self consistency condition is therefore satisfied only for certain bounce 
angles, θ = θm     satisfying  
 
                              
d
m
2
sin λθ =               ,                                                            (3.2) 
 
 
 
where each integer m corresponds to a bounce angle, θm , and the corresponding field is 
called the mth  mode.  The m = 1 mode has the smallest angle where θ1 = sin –1(λ/2d); 
modes with larger m are composed of more oblique plane –wave components. When the 
self consistency condition is satisfied, the phases of the upward and downward plane 
waves at points on the Z axis differ by half the round –trip phase shift qπ , q =  0,1,…….., 
or  (m –1 )π,  m  = 1,2,………, so that they add for odd m and subtract  for even m. 
  Since the y component of the propagation constant is ky = nk0 sinθ, it is quantized 
to the values kym = nk0 sinθm = (2π/λ) sinθm.   Using Equation (3.2) we obtain 
                                    
                                     
d
mk ym
π=                            .                                           (3.3) 
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As can be seen, the allowed values for kym are spaced by π/d. Equation (3.3) states 
that the phase shift encountered when a wave travels a distance 2d (one round trip) in the 
y direction, with propagation constant kym, must be a multiple of 2π. 
 
 3.2.  Optical Propagation Constants    
  
 The guided wave is composed of two distinct plane waves traveling in the y-z 
plane at angles ±θ with the z-axis.   Their wavevectors have components (0, ky, kz) and 
(0, - ky, kz).   Their sum or difference therefore varies with z as exp (-jkz z), so that the 
propagation constant of the guided wave is β = kz = k cos θ.   Thus β is quantized to the 
values βm = k cos θm   from which β 2m = k2(1 – sin2θm).   Using Equation (3.2), we obtain 
 
 
                                                   2
22
22
d
mkm
πβ −=             .                                            (3.4) 
 
As can be seen in Equation (3.4), higher order (more oblique) modes travel with smaller 
propagation constants.  
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 3.3  Group Velocities 
    
  A pulse of light (wavepacket) of angular frequency centered at w and propagation 
constant b travels with a velocity βωυ dd /= , known as the group velocity.  The 
propagation constant of mode m is given by Equation (3.4) from which 
.   This is an explicit relation between β22222 /)/( dmcm πωβ −= m and ω known as the 
dispersion relation.  Taking the derivative and assuming that c is independent of ω (i.e., 
ignoring dispersion in the waveguide material), we obtain , so 
that from which the group velocity of 
mode m is given by 
2/2/2 cddd mm ωωββ =
mmmm ckccdd θωθωββω cos/cos// 22 ===
 
                                                       mm c θυ cos=     .                                                      (3.5) 
 
 
 
Thus, different modes have different group velocities. More oblique modes travel 
with a smaller group velocity since the longer path of the zigzagging process delays 
them. 
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CHAPTER 4. UNDERSTANDING TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT THROUGH  
                        CYLINDRICAL WAVEGUIDES                            
 
In this chapter the theory behind the transmission of electromagnetic radiation 
through a cylindrical waveguide along with attenuation, dispersion and other surface 
effects are discussed.  The equations outlined were obtained from Fundamentals of 
Photonics, by Saleh and Laser and Electro-Optics by Davis.10,11   The equations are given 
here for completeness to help interpret our experimental results. 
 
 
4.1   Optical Ray Transmission  
 
   
 A step-index fiber or an optical cylindrical waveguide has a central core of index 
of refraction n1 surrounded by cladding of index n2, where n2 < n1.  When a ray of light 
enters such a optical fiber or waveguide, as shown in Figure 4.1, it will be guided along 
inside the core of the fiber if the angle of incidence between core and cladding is greater 
than the critical angle.  Two distinct types of rays can travel along inside the fiber in this 
way: meridional rays travel in a plane that contains the fiber axis, skew rays travel in a 
nonplanar zig-zag path and never cross the fiber axis, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
For the meridional ray in Figure 4.1, total internal reflection (TIR) occurs within the 
core if qi > qc, or sinqi > n2 / n1. From Snell's law, applied to the ray entering the fiber, 
                                    
                                   sin q = sin q0  / n1  .                                                                                                (4.1) 
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Here q is the angle of incidence at the fiber entrance, qi is the angle of incidence at the 
first reflection inside the fiber, q0 is the angle of refraction, and qc is the critical angle of 
the fiber. 
 
Since q + qi = 90, the condition for total internal reflection is  
 
                                            2
1
2
2
2
10 ][sin nn −<θ    .                                                       (4.2) 
 
Defining  D = (n1-n2) / n1 and for the case where D  is small,  Equation (4.2) can be 
written as 
                    2
1
21210 )])([(sin nnnn −−<θ     ,                                                               (4.3) 
        
  or                   sinq0 <  n1 [2D] 0.5               .                                                                      (4.4) 
 
    If a lens is used to focus light from a point source into a fiber, as shown in  
Figure 4.3, then there is a maximum aperture size D that can be used.  When the end of 
the fiber is a distance d from the lens, light rays outside the crosshatched region enter the 
fiber at angles too great to allow total internal reflection.  The numerical aperture, NA, is 
given by         
                       NA =  sin q0 @ D/2d  = sin q0 = 2
1
2
2
2
1 ][ nn − =  n1 [2D] 0.5                                 (4.5) 
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If the lens is chosen to be no larger than necessary, then the lens diameter will be D.   The 
ratio of focal length to diameter, f / D is a measure of the focusing / light collecting 
properties of the lens and is called the F-number.   To match a distant source to the fiber 
the F - number should be equal to (2 NA)-1.   It should be noted that if the size of the 
input optical beam is smaller than the aperture size of the lens, D, then the F-number is 
calculated using the beam size. 
 
  The above analysis of a step-index cylindrical optical fiber by means of simple 
ray theory considered only the paths of meridional rays, whose trajectories lie within the 
plane containing the fiber axis.  We have also tacitly assumed that Snell's law strictly 
delineates between those rays that totally internally reflect, and are bound within the 
fiber, and those that escape or refract into the cladding.  However, if one considers the 
trajectories of skew rays, a third class of rays, so-called tunneling or leaky rays exists. 
These are rays that appear at first glance to satisfy the Snell's law requirement for total 
internal reflection.   However, because the refraction occurs at a curved surface they can 
in certain circumstances leak propagating energy into the cladding. 
The actual length of the light traveled inside the waveguide is related to the index 
of refraction of the core by the relation.11
 
                               ]
][2
[
cos
1
22
2
1
222
β
βρ
θ −
−−=
core
corecore
z n
lnn
L                                       (4.6) 
where , 
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                 qz  = the angle the ray makes with the z axis , 
r = radius of the core, 
ff  = screw angle, 
                  
.cossin
,cos
φφθ
θβ
zcore
zcore
nl
n
=
=
 
and                
                  ncore  = refractive index of the core. 
As can be seen in Equation (4.6), the actual path length depends upon the index of 
refraction of the core as well as small variations in the angle of the rays hitting the wall 
surfaces.  As such, small variations in the surface properties (roughness or n) could alter 
the L value.          
  The LWCC waveguide is just like an optical fiber.  In this section we cover the 
basic analysis of optical propagation in a cylindrical waveguide made of low loss 
materials.   It has a central core in which the light is guided, embedded in an outer 
cladding of slightly lower refractive index Figure 4.4.  Light rays incident on the core-
cladding boundary at angles greater than the critical angle undergo total internal 
reflection and are guided through the core without refraction.   Rays of greater inclination 
to the fiber axis lose part of their power into the cladding at each reflection and are not 
guided. 
    In a waveguide light propagates in the form of modes.   Each optical mode travels 
along the axis of the waveguide with a distinct propagation constant and group velocity, 
maintaining its transverse spatial distribution and its polarization.   In planar waveguides, 
each mode was the sum of the multiple reflections of a TEM wave bouncing within the 
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slab in the direction of an optical ray at a certain bounce angle. This approach is 
approximately applicable to cylindrical waveguides as well. When the core diameter is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                Figure 4.4 Cylindrical dielectric waveguide 
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small, only a single mode is permitted and the fiber is said to be a single-mode fiber. 
Fibers with large core diameters are multimode fibers. 
           One of the difficulties associated with light propagation arises from the differences 
among the group velocities of the modes.   This results in a variety of travel times so that 
light pulses are broadened as they travel through the fiber.   This effect, called modal 
dispersion, limits the speed at which adjacent pulses can be sent without overlapping and 
therefore the speed at which a fiber-optic communication system can operate. 
 
4.2 Guided Waves 
    
 The propagation of monochromatic light in step-index fibers can be analyzed 
using electromagnetic theory and determining the electric and magnetic fields of guided 
waves that satisfy Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions imposed by the 
cylindrical dielectric core and cladding.  As in all waveguides, there are certain special 
solutions, called modes, and two independent polarization states. 
  Each of the components of the electric and magnetic fields must satisfy the 
Helmholtz equation,  where n = n,020
22 =+∇ UknU 1 in the core (r < a) and n = n2 in the 
cladding (r > a) and ko = 2π /λ0.  We assume that the radius b of the cladding is 
sufficiently large that it can safely be assumed to be infinite when examining guided light 
in the core and near the core-cladding boundary.   In a cylindrical coordinate system (see 
Figure 4.5) the Helmholtz equation is 
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                        Figure 4.5  Cylindrical coordinate sysytem for waveguide 
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where the complex amplitude U = U(r, φ, z) represents any of the cartesian components 
of the electric or magnetic fields or the axial components Ez and Hz in cylindrical 
coordinates.  
  We are interested in solutions that take the form of waves traveling in the z 
direction with propagation constant β, so that the z dependence of U is of the form e-jβz. 
Since U must be a periodic function of the angle φ with period 2π, we assume that the 
dependence on φ is harmonic, e-jlφ, where l is an integer.   Substituting 
 
                      U = U(r, φ, z) = u(r) e- jlφ e-jβz    ,                                                  ( 4.8)       
where                   l = …..-2,-1,0, 1,2… 
into Equation (4.7), an ordinary differential equation is obtained, 
 
                 0)(1 2
2
22
0
2
2
2
=−−++ u
r
lkn
dr
du
rdr
ud β     .                                                    (4.9) 
 
The wave is guided (or bound) if the propagation constant is smaller than the 
wave number in the core ( β  < n1ko) and greater than the wave number in the cladding 
( β  > n2 k0 ).   It is therefore convenient to define 
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                           ,                                                                            (4.10) 220
2
1
2 β−= knkT
and  
                          .                                                                            (4.11) 20
2
2
22 kn−= βγ
 
For guided waves,  and  are positive and  k2Tk 2γ T and γ  are real.  Equation (4.9) 
can be written in core and cladding separately. 
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              ,0)(1 2
2
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dr
du
rdr
ud γ              r  >  a (cladding ).                       (4.12b) 
 
 
Equations (4.12) are well-known differential equations whose solutions are the family 
of Bessel functions. Excluding functions that approach ¶ at r = 0 in the core or at r ~ ¶ 
in the cladding, we obtain the bounded solutions  
 
                 u ( r ) ∂ Jl (kT r),     r < a  ( core )    ,                                                  (4.13a) 
and 
                u ( r ) ∂ Jl (kT r),     r > a  ( clading )   ,                                               (4.13b) 
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where Jl(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and order l, and Kl(x) is the modified 
Bessel function of the second kind and order l.  The function Jl(x) oscillates like the sine 
or cosine functions but with a decaying amplitude. In the limit x >> 1, 
 
                        ]
2
)
2
1(cos[)2()( 2
1 π
π +−≈ lxxxJ l .                                                    (4.14) 
In the same limit, Kl(x) decays with increasing x at an exponential rate, 
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The examples of the radial distribution u(r) given in Equation (4.13) are shown in 
Figure 4.6.  The parameters kT and γ determine the rate of change of u(r) in the core and 
in the cladding, respectively.  A large value of kT means faster oscillation of the radial 
distribution in the core.   A large value of γ  means faster decay and smaller penetration 
of the wave into the cladding.  As can be seen from Equation (4.13) and Equation (4.14) 
the sum of the squares of kT and γ   is a constant 
                 
                              .                                              (4.16) 20
22
0
2
2
2
1
22 .)( kNAknnkT =−=+ γ
 
So that as kT increases, γ  decreases and the field penetrates deeper into the 
cladding.  As kT exceeds NA times ko, γ  becomes imaginary and the wave ceases to be 
bound to the core. 
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Figure 4.6 Examples of the radial distribution u(r) given by Equation (4.7) for (a) 1=0 and 
             (b) I = 3. The shaded area represent the fiber core and the unshaded areas the cladding.  
              The   parameters kT and γ  and the two proportionality constants in (7.7) have been  
               selected such that u(r) is continuous and has a  continuous derivative at r = a. Larger  
               values of kT and γ lead to a greater number of oscillations in u(r). 
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 4.3    The V Parameter 
 
It is convenient to normalize kT and γ  by defining  
 
                   X = kTa  ,         Y=γ a    .                                                       (4.17) 
Using Equations( 4.16) and (4.17) 
                   X2+ Y2 =V2 ,                                                                          (4.18) 
where V=NA  k0a  and    
                     NAaV
0
2 λπ=            .                                                          (4.19) 
V is an important parameter that governs the number of allowed modes within 
the fiber and their propagation constants . 
 
4.3  Attenuation and Dispersion 
   
  The attenuation of the optical beam follows from the Beer Lambert Law Equation 
(2.1).  Rayleigh scattering is another intrinsic effect that contributes to the attenuation of 
light.  The random localized variations of the molecular positions in glass create random 
inhomogeneities of the refractive index that act as tiny scattering centers.   The amplitude 
of the scattered field is proportional to ω2.  The scattered intensity is therefore 
proportional to ω4 or to 1 / λ4, so that short wavelengths are scattered more than long 
wavelengths.   Thus blue light is scattered more than red. 
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    When a short pulse of light travels through an optically fiber/waveguide its 
power is dispersed in time so that the pulse spreads into a wider time interval.  There are 
four sources of dispersion in optical fibers: modal dispersion, material dispersion, 
waveguide dispersion, and nonlinear dispersion (Fundamentals of Photonics; Saleh, 
1991). 
Modal dispersion occurs as a result of the differences in the group velocities of 
the modes.  A single impulse of light entering an M-mode fiber at z = 0 spreads into M 
pulses with the differential delay increasing as a function of z.  For a fiber/wave guide of 
length L, the time delays encountered by the different modes are τq = L / vq, q = 1,..., M, 
where vq is the group velocity of mode q.  If vmin and vmax are the smallest and largest 
group velocities, the received pulse spreads over a time interval L / vmin – L / vnax . Since 
the modes are generally not excited equally, the overall shape of the received pulse is a 
smooth profile.  An estimate of the overall rms pulse width is σT = ½ (L / vmin – L / vnax). 
This width represents the response time  
          Refractive index is a function of wavelength for any dispersive medium.  An 
optical pulse travels in a dispersive medium of refractive index n with a group velocity v 
= c0 /N, where N = n – λ0d /dλ0.  Since the pulse is a wavepacket, composed of a spectrum 
of components of different wavelengths each traveling at a different group velocity, its 
width spreads.  The temporal width of an optical impulse of spectral width σ λ (nm), after 
traveling a distance L, is λλ σλσλσ |)/)(/(||)/)(/(| 000 cLNddvLddT == , from which 
 
                                LDT λλ σσ ||=                                                                          (4.20) 
   is the   response time , and where 
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 is the material dispersion coefficient. As can be seen in Equation (4.20) the response 
time increases linearly with the distance L.  
The group velocities of the modes may depend on the wavelength even if material 
dispersion is negligible.  This dependence, known as wave guide dispersion, results from 
the dependence of the field distribution in the fiber on the ratio between the core radius 
and the wavelength (a / λ0).   If this ratio is altered, by altering λ0, the relative portions of 
optical power in the core and cladding are modified. Since the phase velocities in the core 
and cladding are different, the group velocity of the mode is altered.  
        The group velocity v = (dβ/dω)-1 and the propagation constant β are determined 
from the characteristic equation, which is governed by the fiber V parameter  
V = 2π( a /λ0) NA = (a NA/c0)ω.  In the absence of material dispersion (i.e., when NA is 
independent of ω), V is directly proportional to ω, so that 
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   The pulse broadening associated with a source of spectral width σλ  is related to to the 
time delay, L / v, by σ T =| (d / d λ0 )(L / v)| σ λ  . Thus  
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                   σ T = |Dw| σ λ L             ,                                                               ( 4.23 ) 
where  
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λ −==                ,                                           (4.24) 
is the waveguide dispersion coefficient. Substituting  Equation(4.22) into Equation 
(4.23) we obtain 
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    Thus the group velocity is inversely proportional to dβ/dV and the dispersion 
coefficient is proportional to V2 d2β / dV2.  
4.5 Combined Material and Waveguide Dispersion 
   
 The combined effects of material dispersion and wave guide dispersion (referred 
to here as chromatic dispersion) may be determined by including the wavelength depen-
dence of the refractive indices, n1 and n2 and therefore NA, when determining dβ/dw 
from the characteristic equation.  Although generally smaller than material dispersion, 
wave guide dispersion does shift the wavelength at which the total chromatic dispersion 
is minimum. 
       Since chromatic dispersion limits the performance of single-mode fibers, more 
advanced fiber designs aim at reducing this effect by using graded-index cores with 
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refractive-index profiles selected such that the wavelength at which wave guide disper-
sion compensates material dispersion is shifted to the wavelength at which the fiber is to 
be used.  Dispersion shifted fibers have been successfully made by using a linearly 
tapered core refractive index and a reduced core radius.  This technique can be used to 
shift the zero-chromatic-dispersion wavelength from 1.3 µm to 1.55 µm, where the fiber 
has its lowest attenuation. Note, however, that the process of index grading itself 
introduces losses since dopants are used.  Other grading profiles have been developed for 
which the chromatic dispersion vanishes at two wavelengths and is reduced for 
wavelengths between.  These fibers, called dispersion flattened, have been implemented 
by using a quadruple-clad layered grading. 
 
4.9  The Goos-Hanchen Shift. 
 
      For a cylindrical waveguide Goos Hanchen showed that the effective pathlength of 
the ray of the light might be much different than predicted by following the simple 
approach as described above.11  The shift as shown in Figure 4.7 and can be given by  
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≅               ,                                                 (4.26) 
where  qz= p/2 - q1 . 
Here,      qa = p/2 - qc    where q1 is the incident angle and qc the critical angle.   This shift in 
axial position makes the distance traveled by the ray in propagating a distance l along the 
waveguide shorter than it would be without the shift. However, the 
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                  Figure 4.7 The Goos- Hanchen shift. When n 1> n 2    
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shift is very small unless the ray angle is close to the critical angle, in which case the 
evanescent portion of the associated wave penetrates very far into the cladding. 
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                   CHAPTER 5.  LIQUID CORE CAPILLARY WAVEGUIDES 
 
 
             Recently liquid-core waveguides have been shown to offer advantages over 
conventional cells in absorbance spectroscopy, 1,2 fluorescence spectroscopy, and Raman 
spectroscopy.12,13  In absorption spectroscopy the guiding of light in the liquid core 
makes possible a long path length.   
 
 5.1 Introduction 
 
         Liquid-core waveguides based on capillary tubes have been investigated for 
spectroscopic applications for several decades.1,2,3,4,6  The earliest work studied glass 
(refractive index n = 1.52) or silica (n = 1.46) capillary tubes, but the choice of liquids 
was very limited because of the requirement that the refractive index of the liquid “core” 
exceed that of the capillary “cladding.”  In particular, light could not be guided in water 
(n=1.33) or in aqueous solutions using these capillaries.  The development of the low-
refractive-index amorphous fluoropolymers Teflon®AF 1600 (n=1.31) and Teflon® AF 
2400 (n= 1.29) made it possible to develop capillary waveguides with aqueous cores.14 
That the presence of the Teflon®AF layer promotes waveguiding has been demonstrated 
by comparing coated channels to similar channels made without the Teflon® AF coating. 
Teflon® AF has long been the only option for a low-refractive-index cladding for an 
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aqueous-core waveguide; however, it is not an ideal material for this application. 
Teflon® AF has poor adhesion to commonly used substrates, requiring that additional 
adhesion-promoting steps be added in fabrication.  In addition, the refraction index 
contrast between core and cladding is at most ∆n = ncore - ncladding  ≈ 0.04.   Figure 5.1 
shows a schematic of a Teflon coated capillary waveguide.   The total reflection occurs at 
the outside surface of the tubing, which holds the liquid.   As demonstrated by Tsunoda,15 
if a layer of the medium external to the capillary has a refractive index lower than the 
liquid core, and the external medium is optically clear, light launched into the liquid core 
within an acceptance angle will be totally reflected at the tubing/medium interface, 
independent of the refractive index of the wall material. 
 In the important application of collection and transport of fluorescence generated 
within the aqueous core, the fraction of fluorescent photons that are captured by total 
internal reflection and transported along the waveguide increases as the cladding index 
decreases according to 16 
                                
                       ξ =  (2/π) cos –1 ( nclad / ncore   )                                                      (5.1) 
 
for Teflon®AF 2400 with nclad ≈1.31,  ξ = 0.11.   For Teflon®AF 1600 with nclad ≈ 1.29, 
ξ = 0.16.  In the limiting case of a cladding with nclad ≈ 1  (air), ξ = 0.46.   Hence, 
cladding materials with refractive indices lower than that of Teflon®AF could provide a 
substantial increase in the efficiency.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Figure 5.1 Cross sectional view of light transmission through the liquid  
                            capillary waveguide cell.  
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5.2   Commercial LWCC from World Precision Instruments,Inc 
 
A commercial company, WPI (World Precession Instruments), has developed the 
LWCC (liquid wavegide capillary cell), i.e. liquid core optical waveguide, which offers 
an increased optical pathlength compared to a standard cuvette and a small volume for 
spectroscopic applications.14   A schematic of the unit is shown in Figure 5.2 and a 
photograph of the unit is shown in Figure 5.3.   As can be seen in Figure 5.3 the flexible 
LWCC optical waveguide is coiled into one and a half loops inside the container and has 
a diamter of about 20 cm. 
    The LWCC as developed by WPI was a second-generation unit termed as Type II, 
which is made from fused silica tubing with an outer coating of Teflon AF.  Type II 
offers an improved signal stability and easier removal of any air bubbles trapped at its 
hydrophilic cell wall.  Type I (the earlier model) required pH buffering of the sample due 
to CO2 penetration. Baseline shifts were also observed due to trapped organic vapor.  
These effects, which were supposedly only observed in Type I, are due to the gas 
permeable nature of Teflon AF. This effect is eliminated in Type II, since the fused silica 
wall is impermeable to gases.  Differences are shown in Table 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 5.2  Schematic of commercial 1 m long Liquid Waveguide Capillary Cell from  
                  WPI, Inc showing  Input/Output for liquid sample flow and Input/Output for  
                  light source. 
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                                        Figure 5.3 Photo of LWCC waveguide       
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               Table 5.1  Specifications of Type I and Type II  LWCC waveguide. 
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 5.3  Waveguide Properties  
 
    The LWCC waveguide has two ST-mating sleeves for light input and output. 
Two fiber optic cables with a fiber core diameter of 400 µm are necessary to connect 
LWCC waveguide to a light source and a detector.  The LWCC waveguide can be 
connected to a pump, to a chromatography column, or can even be filled manually by a 
syringe.  Input and output connectors are 1/16".  Compression fittings are made of PEEK 
(a type of plastic).14
  Pressures of approximately 1.5 PSI are necessary to maintain a water flow rate of 
1 ml/min.  Cells have been operated at 100 to 200 PSI without observing malfunctions.   
The Teflon AF tubing and silica tubing are reported to withstand pressures of 1000 PSI 
and 2000 PSI, respectively. 
     The effective pathlength as provided by the manufacturer for 1 m LWCC waveguide 
is (0.94+ 0.01) m.  This is caused by the fact that light is partially traveling in the fused 
silica wall and is consistent with the earlier analysis of the Goos-Hanschen shift.  The 
effective pathlength was provided by the manufacturer and was probably determined 
from precession absorption measurements of a known absorbing solution. 
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The LWCC manufacturer has indicated that it is essential to clean the walls of the 
capillary tubes between each sample run to remove any left over bio or chemical film on 
the tube walls, which may effect the reflective properties and the overall optical 
pathlength of the unit. Thus the cleaning procedure is important and the following 
method was suggested by the manufacturer.14
          The ‘Standard Procedure’ includes flushing the LWCC waveguide before and after 
each usage with the following reagents, in sequence, for 1-2 minutes each: 
 
1.  Organic solvent such as acetonitrile 
2.  1 M NaOH (Sodium Hydroxide) 
3.  1 M HCl  ( Hydrocloric Acid ) 
4.  Distilled water 
 
 when the standard cleaning procedure fails to stabilize the transmission of light through 
the LWCC waveguide , Liquid Drano diluted 1:1 in water , maybe be used.  Although its 
is a very effective chemical for removing most contaminants, its toxicity and the 
difficulty of rinsing it out of the waveguide make it the last choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.4   Manufacturer’s Cleaning Procedure  
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CHAPTER 6.  PRELIMINARY ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS OF                                         
                        SELECTED LIQUIDS USING 266 nm AND 355 nm LASER 
                         SOURCES AND 1 cm ABSORPTION CELL  
 
 
Preliminary absorption measurements were made using a short pulse 266 nm and 
355 nm laser beam and 1cm long absorption cell.  A schematic of the apparatus is shown 
in Figure 6.1 and a photo is shown in Figure 6.2.  The output from one of the selected 
lasers was sampled by a beam splitter and then transmitted through a 1 cm quartz 
absorption cell that contained the water sample.  The transmitted beam intensity after 
going through the cell was measured by the second silicon detector (UDT Sensors Inc, 
Model No UV-013E).   To reduce extraneous fluorescence and scattering, the optics and 
sample cells were made of fused silica or quartz.  A quartz cuvette (Starna cells, Model I-
Q-10) was used as the sample holder.  The cuvette was made of Suprasil quartz to reduce 
its fluorescence.  The dimension of the cell was 12.5 mm × 12.5 mm × 45 mm, and had 
an inner pathlength of 10 mm.   
 
6.1 Microchip Laser Source 
 
A microchip laser (JDS Uniphase, Model NU-10110-100) operating at 266 nm 
and another microchip laser (JDS Uniphase, Model NV-21401-100) operating at 355 nm 
were used as the light source.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Figure 6.1 Schematic of optical absorption experiment using 1cm quartz  
                             absorption cell.         
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Figure 6.2   Photograph of optical absorption experiments using 1cm quartz absorption cell.      
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 The microchip laser was a compact laser, 3 cm × 3.5 cm × 15 cms, in dimension, 
and operated at 266 nm, the 4-th harmonic of the 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser.  The output 
pulse energy was about 1 µJ/pulse at a repetition rate of 8 KHz and a pulse width of  
0.4 ns.17  The output of the laser was vertically polarized 100:1.  The laser was mounted 
in the system so that the polarization of the laser was in the horizontal direction.  
 
 A schematic of the laser is shown in Fig. 6.3.  The laser consisted of a Nd3:YAG 
crystal bonded to a thin layer of Cr4:YAG saturable absorber (passive Q-switching), 
which was coated with a thin film mirror to form the laser cavity. The crystal was end 
pumped by a CW diode laser.  The Cr:YAG was opaque to 1064 nm and prevents lasing 
until a  critical amount of energy had been absorbed.  When the absorber reached its 
threshold, it saturates and lasing began.  The pulse repetition rate was determined by the 
time constant of the absorber and the amount of energy being input to the gain medium.  
Pulse energy was independent of the pump power as the Q-switching was always at the 
same intracavity energy, and was directly proportional to the thickness of the absorber 
medium.  The pulse width was determined by the cavity’s roundtrip time, so that the 
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compactness of the cavity resulted in pulse widths shorter than a nanosecond, about  
0.4 ns. 17   
The output of the laser was frequency doubled by using a KTP (Potassium Titanyl 
Phosphate) crystal.  The doubled output at 532 nm was frequency doubled once again by 
a BBO crystal to 266 nm. The residual light at 1064 nm and 532 nm were reduced by 
using optical blocking filters. 
 
6.2   Absorption Measurements Using a 1 cm Quartz Cuvette            
 
The cuvette was filled with various water samples and absorption was measured 
by comparing the signal intensity of the laser intensity before and after passing through 
the cell.  Clean distilled water (Zephyrhills brand) was used in the cell to establish the full 
transmission level (i.e, T =100%).  As a result of this normalization, the 4% Fresnel 
reflection loss at each cell window interface was normalized out. It was found that 
absorption due to the pure water was too small for us to measure using the 1cm optical 
cell for both the 266 nm and 355 nm laser source.  This was to be expected since the 
absorption coefficient is very small for pure water as indicated in Figure 1.1.  
              As a result we measured the absorption due to several other liquids of choice 
with high turbidity including coffee, orange juice, and cola. Figures 6.4 - 6.9 show the 
measured transmission of the laser radiation through the sample as a function of the 
relative concentration of the samples.  The concentration of the samples was reduced by 
diluting it with distilled water.  As can be seen the transmission is reduced as the 
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Figure 6.6 Transmission as a function of concentration for diluted cola through a  
                   1 cm quartz cell using 355 nm laser source. 
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Figure 6.7 Optical transmission as a function of concentration for diluted cola through a  
                   1 cm quartz cell and 266 nm laser source. 
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Figure 6.8 Transmission as a function of concentration for diluted orange juice 
                   through a 1 cm quartz cell using 266 nm laser source. 
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Figure 6.9 Optical transmission as a function of concentration for diluted orange juice 
                  using a 1 cm quartz cell and 266 nm laser source. 
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concentration increases for all samples.  Also shown in the figure is an exponential (least 
squares) fit to the data. 
          According to the Beer Lambert law the absorbance should be a linear function of 
the concentration while the transmission is an exponential function. In order to see this 
better the measured absorption coefficient, a, was plotted as a function of concentration 
and is given in Figures 6.10 - 6.15.  As shown in the Figures the measured absorption 
coefficient was found to be linear with the concentration. 
 
6.3   Double Pass Absorption Measurements 
 
The removable double pass mirror shown in Figure 6.1 was used to double the 
optical path through the cell.  The resultant absorption coefficient measurements are 
shown in Figure 6.16.  It can be observed that the value of, a , is half that measured for 
the 1cm path length in Figure 6.11, as expected.  The above experiments established that 
our basic absorption measurement system had accuracy on the order of few percent over 
a range of magnitude in the transmission readings. 
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Figure 6.12  Absorption coefficient as a function of concentration for diluted 
                     cola using 355 nm laser source in 1 cm cell. 
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Figure 6.13 Absorption coefficient as a function of concentration for diluted 
                    cola using 266 nm laser source in 1 cm cell. 
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Figure 6.14  Absorption coefficient as a function of concentration for diluted 
                     orange juice using 355 nm laser source in 1 cm cell. 
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Figure 6.15  Absorption coefficient as a function of concentration for diluted 
                     orange juice using 266 nm laser source in 1 cm cell. 
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Figure 6.16  Absorption coefficient as a function of concentration for diluted 
                    coffee using 266 nm laser source in 2 cm cell. 
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CHAPTER 7.  ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT OF SELECTED LIQUIDS 
                                    USING 355 nm LASER SOURCE AND 1 m LWCC 
 
 
 
 
The LWCC waveguide was used in the absorption experiments as a way to 
increase the overall pathlength in order to observe weak absorption features of diluted 
water samples or weakly absorbing solutions.  The LWCC waveguide was added to the 
absorption setup as shown in Figure 7.1.   It can be seen the liquid waveguide was used in 
the absorption arm and the optical beam was guided by the liquid core flow.  The rest of 
the apparatus is same as given earlier in Figure 6.1.   It should be noted that the laser 
beams were directed into the fiber optics with no focusing lens; this will be discussed 
further in a later section. 
  The LWCC waveguide absorption setup was used to measure the absorption of 
several liquids including various water samples and coffee.  It was found that the 266 nm 
laser did not propagate well through the waveguide for liquids with high turbidity and 
was absorbed completely.  This was probably caused by the fact that its wavelength was 
near the lower cut-off of the LWCC waveguide, which had a bandpass from 230 nm to 
850 nm. The 355 nm laser on the other hand was transmitted through the LWCC 
waveguide with high transmission. 
The absorption due to diluted coffee was measured and our results are shown in Figure 
7.2.  It can be seen from this figure that the transmitted intensity of the 355 nm laser 
followed the Beer Lambert law as expected.  It should be noted that the maximum 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram of optical absorption experiment using the 1m 
                   optical  liquid core waveguide.      
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Figure 7.2 Absorption spectrum of coffee at different concentration through the  
                 LWCC waveguide by using 355nm laser. Maximum concentration was  
                  Already diluted by a factor of twenty compared to data given  
                  previously  in Figure 6.11.                    
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concentration for the coffee shown in Figure 7.2 was diluted by a factor of twenty 
compared to that used in Figure 6.11, to compensate for the increased optical path of the 
1m long LWCC compared to the 1 cm long quartz cell. 
 
   The 355 nm and LWCC absorption system was also used to measure the 
transmission of several types of water and the results are given in Figure 7.3 for several 
sequential measurements over a four-minute period.  As can be seen the Physics 
Department distilled water has much higher absorption at 355 nm than the fountain or 
USF tap water samples.  This may have been due to plastic or organic contaminants and 
is consistent with previous laser induced fluorescence measurements performed by 
V.Sivaprakaram who saw contaminants in the Physics Department distilled water 18.  Of 
interest in the data shown in Figure 7.3 is that the measured transmission values are fairly 
constant (±3%) over the 30-minute data run.  This helps to establish that the basic 
absorption setup is stable, at least to this ±3% levels.  However, additional variability was 
observed when the LWCC waveguide was chemically cleaned between data runs; this is 
discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 7.3 Transmission of 355nm laser through the LWCC for USF fountain water,  
                  USF  tap water, USF distilled water over a period of time. 
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CHAPTER 8.  VARIABILITY OF LASER TRANSMISSION   MEASURENTS 
USING THE LWCC WAVEGUIDE 
  
 
 
It was found that the transmission measurements using a laser source would often 
change in value between different water sample trials especially when the LWCC was 
cleaned (as suggested by the manufacturer) between each sample run following the 
procedure as discussed in Section 5.4.  Thus we investigated the variability of the 
transmitted light through the LWCC using several different laser sources. 
 
8.1 Experimental Set Up 
 
 
We replaced the two silicon detectors from the experimental setup used in the Figure 7.1 
with a dual channel spectrometer and a computer to record the data as shown in Figure 
8.1.  The spectrometer (Ocean Optics ST 2000) used a 600 lines/mm grating (blazed at 
400 nm) and enabled us to look at the intensity readings of the full spectrum of 
wavelengths from 220 nm to 900 nm for the different light sources.  It had an optical 
resolution of about 1.3 nm.  The sensitivity of the silicon array detector in the 
spectrometer is shown in Figure 8.2(a), while the efficiency of the grating is given in 
Figure 8.2(b).  The specifications of the spectrometer19 are given in Table 8.1.  Figure 8.3 
shows the typical measured spectrum of the 266 nm laser source; Note: the 266 nm laser 
was used for this portion of the experiments instead of the 355 nm laser because the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1. Schematic of experimental setup of transmission system with liquid core 
                  capillary waveguide. 
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Figure 8.2 (a) Spectrometer detector’s sensitivity as function of λ, (b) Grating  
                     efficiency as a function of wavelength (channel #1 and  
                      channel #2).(Ocean Optics’s ST 2000 Spectrometer  
                      Operating Manual)      
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          Table 8.1 Specifications of the Ocean Optics ST 2000 spectrometer. 
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                                 Figure 8.3 Typical spectrum for 266 nm laser source. 
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355 nm had broken and could not be repaired.   The peak value of the laser source was 
used as the reference for the laser intensity.  To check the drift in laser intensity we 
recorded the input and output power intensity over a period of time when the waveguide 
was filled with distilled water (Zephyhills brand).  The results are shown in Figure 8.4 
and Figure 8.5.  As can be seen the power remained fairly constant over the recorded time 
period of 50 minutes. 
             The transmission of the LWCC using the 266nm laser was measured for several 
sample runs for pure distilled water (Zephyrhills brand) but the LWCC was chemically 
cleaned between each run by following the procedure described in Section 5.4.   Eight 
trial runs were made over a one-hour period and the measured input power levels and 
output power values are presented in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7.  As can be seen the 
output power intensity had a great variability. This effect was consistently noticed on 
subsequent experiments. 
           The cause of the variability was theorized to be due to several potential 
phenomena. At first we checked for alignment errors, vibration or movement of the laser 
output and input fiber, but this did not seem to be a major contributor to the discrepancy; 
the error was on the order of a few percent from these factors.  After careful alignment 
and making sure that the apparatus did not move, it was interpreted that the transmission 
of the LWCC waveguide may change significantly as the LWCC waveguide was 
chemically cleaned (i.e., flushed with solvents) between each sample runs. 
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Figure 8.4  Input intensity of 266 nm laser source over an hour. 
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Figure 8.5  Output intensity of 266 nm laser source through LWCC filled with distilled  
                   water (Zephyrhills brand) over an hour. 
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Figure 8.6  Incident intensity spectrum of 266 nm laser source for different trials when  
                   the waveguide was cleaned between sample runs. 
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Figure 8.7   Transmitted intensity spectrum of 266 nm laser source through the LWCC   
                   filled  with distilled water for different trials when it was chemically      
                   cleaned between runs.  
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           In order to check on this hypothesis, the 266 nm laser (polarized) was replaced 
with a 632.8 nm Helium Neon laser (unpolarised).  The Helium Neon laser was in the 
middle of the LWCC waveguide band pass while 266 nm is at the edge of the LWCC 
waveguide’s 230 nm – 850 nm band pass. 
 
The input and output power of the transmitted LWCC beam using the Helium 
Neon laser is shown in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9.  As can be seen, the input and output is 
fairly constant. However when we chemically cleaned the LWCC waveguide between 
eight different sample runs, the variability was observed to be quite large and is shown in 
Figure 8.10 and Figure 8.11.  The large variability seen with the Helium Neon laser is 
consistent with that observed with the 266 nm laser. 
              
             It was theorized that the variability in the transmission observed above might 
have been due to the small changes in the surface optical characteristics of the walls 
inside the LWCC waveguide.  This will be discussed later.   
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Figure 8.8  Input intensity of Helium Neon laser source over a period of time 
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Figure 8.9   Output intensity of Helium Neon laser source through LWCC filled with  
                   distilled water( Zephyrhills brand) over an hour. 
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Figure 8.10 Incident intensity of Helium Neon laser source for different trials when 
                   the waveguide was chemically cleaned between runs. 
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Figure 8.11  Output intensity of Helium Neon laser source through the LWCC, which is  
                    filled with distilled water for different trials when the waveguide was   
                    chemically cleaned between runs. 
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CHAPTER 9.  VARIABILITY OF 1m LWCC FOR NON - COHERENT LIGHT    
                                                           SOURCES  
 
 
 
 
  The previous chapter showed the measured variability in the transmission when a 
laser source was used with the LWCC.  It was thought that maybe the use of a non-
coherent light source could reduce the variability observed.  This is because the LWCC 
wall reflectivity and optical path length for the coherent laser could have a greater 
dependence upon the individual propagating laser modes and polarization than that of a 
non - coherent source.   In order to study this we used a halogen light source and a Xenon 
arc lamp. 
 
9.1 Experimental Set Up 
The absorption setup shown in Figure 8.1 was modified by replacing the laser 
source with either a halogen lamp (General Electric Halogen Automotive Light H3 - 100) 
or a Xenon arc lamp (Model No. 790 Newport).  The halogen lamp was powered by a HP 
DC power supply (Model No. 6264B operating at 12 V and 6A) and the Xenon arc lamp 
operated at a power level of about 75 W. 
The measured emission spectrum of the halogen light source was obtained using 
the Ocean Optics spectrometer and is shown in Figure 9.1.   As can be seen it has a 
smooth emission spectrum from 475 nm to 875 nm, with a peak near 650 nm.  The 
Xenon arc lamp’s measured emission spectrum is shown in Figure 9.2 and shows a 
smooth emission spectrum from 300 nm to 800 nm. 
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                     Figure 9.1  Measured emission spectrum of halogen light source. 
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                   Figure 9.2  Measured emission spectrum of Xenon arc light source. 
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9.2  Measurements with Xenon arc Light Source 
    
The Xenon arc lamp’s measured emission spectrum was found to be quite stable 
as can be seen from Figure 9.3, which is the measured emission spectrum of Xenon arc 
lamp as a function of time.  Figure 9.4 shows the spectrum measured after passing 
through the LWCC waveguide when it was filled with distilled water (Zephyrhills brand) 
over a period of 60 minutes.  As can be seen both spectra are reasonably stable. 
            To repeat the same variability measurements as done in the previous chapter using 
the laser sources, we measured the transmitted spectrum of the Xenon arc light source 
through the LWCC waveguide but where the LWCC waveguide was chemically cleaned 
between each sample run. The transmitted spectrum through the LWCC waveguide 
which was filled with distilled water (Zephyrhills brand) was recorded over a of two hour 
period and is plotted in Figure 9.5. 
             As can be seen, the output spectrum is fairy constant.  It should be noted that the 
observed increase in sample run No. 2 was unusual, but was also proportionately 
observed in the direct output spectrum of the Xenon arc lamp.  The relative transmission 
spectrum of the eight sample runs was calculated and is shown in Figure 9.6   As can be 
seen, there was some variability in the transmission spectrum, but overall the values were 
more consistent and displayed less variability than that seen earlier with the laser sources. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.3  Output spectrum of Xenon Arc lamp as a function a function of  
                  time over a period of time.      
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Figure 9.4 Transmitted spectrum of distilled water through the LWCC  
               waveguide  as a function of time using a Xenon Arc lamp. 
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Figure 9.5 Transmitted spectrum of Xenon Arc lamp as a function of    
                 different sample  runs through the LWCC waveguide(filled  
                with distilled water, Zephyrhills brand) when it was cleaned  
                 between each sample runs.                                    
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Figure 9.6. Transmission spectrum of distilled water through the waveguide using Xenon  
                  arc lamp as the light source for  eight different sample runs when the  
                  waveguide was  chemically cleaned between runs. 
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9.3  Measurements with Halogen Light Source 
 
               The Halogen light output spectrum was measured as a function of time and the 
data is shown in Figure 9.7.  As can be seen, the output was stable over a period of 100 
minutes.  Figure 9.8 shows the measured spectral intensity after transmission through the 
LWCC waveguide and its spectrum is observed to be stable also.  
               The variability measurements were conducted over a period of two hours when 
the LWCC waveguide was chemically cleaned.  The transmitted spectrum through the 
LWCC waveguide that was filled with distilled water (Zephyrhills brand) was recorded 
and is plotted in Figure 9.9.  From the figure it can be interpreted that the LWCC 
waveguide readings remained constant. 
            Using the incident and output spectra we calculated the relative transmission 
spectrum of eight sample runs, which were chemically cleaned between each run.  The 
data is shown in Figure 9.10.  As can be seen, the values were very consistent and 
displayed less variability than that seen earlier with the laser sources. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Figure 9.7 Output spectrum of Halogen light source as a function of time. 
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Figure 9.8 Transmission spectrum of distilled water through the LWCC  
                  waveguide as a function of time using a Halogen light source.    
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Figure 9.9    Transmission spectrum of distilled water through the waveguide  
                    using Halogen light source for different trails when the waveguide  
                    was chemically cleaned between runs.   
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Figure 9.10  Relative transmission spectrum of distilled water through the LWCC 
                    waveguide  using Halogen light source for different runs when the LWCC  
                    wavguide was  chemically cleaned between runs. 
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 CHAPTER 10.  VARIABILITY OF SCATTERED LASER SOURCE USING  
                                               THE 1 m LWCC WAVEGUIDE 
 
 
 
 
The previous measurements indicated that a non-coherent source might exhibit 
less variability than that due to a coherent light source.  Following this line of thought we 
used a laser source that had been backscattered off a white card thinking this would be 
more like a non-coherent light source.  The experimental setup is the same as shown in 
Figure 8.1 with the addition of a white scattering card, and is shown in Figure 10.1. 
 
 
 10.1 Transmission Experiments With Scattered HeNe Laser 
 
              The intensity of the scattered Helium Neon laser over a period of time was 
measured and is shown in Figure 10.2.   For the same period of time, the intensity of the 
scattered Helium Neon transmitted through the LWCC waveguide that was filled with 
distilled water (Zephyrhills brand) was recorded over a period of time and is shown in 
Figure 10.3.   It was observed that there is some variation of about ±7 %. 
             To check the variability of the LWCC waveguide’s transmission associated with 
cleaning process, the scattered Helium Neon laser source transmission was measured for 
several runs where the LWCC was chemically cleaned between each run.  Eight runs 
were made over an hour period and input and output intensities were recorded.  The data 
 
  
 
 
Figure   10.1   Schematic of experimental setup of Transmission system with Liquid core  
                        Capillary waveguide for Scattered HeNe as the light source 
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Figure 10.2 Emission spectrum of scattered HeNi laser over as a function of time 
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Figure 10.3 Transmitted  emission spectrum as a function of time of scattered HeNe laser  
                    through the LWCC waveguide which was filled with distilled water 
                   ( Zephyhills brand) as a function of time. 
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is presented in Figure 10.5.   It was observed that there was about the same level of 
variability on the order of about ±7 % between each trial run.  
           The ratio of the output to input is shown in Figure 10.6 and had a variability of 
about ±7 %.  The above results are somewhat surprising since we had thought that a more 
non-coherent aspect would have prevented this.  It is possible that the fiber optic’s input 
was only sampling an individual speckle lobe emitted by the white scattering card and 
could be changing in intensity for small angular changes.  This was even seen in the input 
data as shown in Figure 10.2. and  Figure 10.3. 
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Figure 10.4  Emission spectrum of scattered Helium Neon laser source for different 
                     sample runs. 
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Figure 10.5  Transmitted intensity of scattered He-Ne laser through the LWCC  
                    waveguide when the LWCC waveguide was chemically cleaned between  
                    each  sample  run. 
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Figure 10.6   Relative transmission ratio of scattered He- Ne laser through the  
                     LWCC waveguide when the LWCC was cleaned between each sample 
                     run. 
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CHAPTER 11. COMPARISON OF VARIATION IN TRANSMITTED LWCC  
                           WAVEGUIDE VALUES AND POSSIBLE LINK TO SURFACE 
                            ROUGHNESS OR WALL REFLECTANCE ANGLE  
                                                     VARIATION 
 
 
 
 
The previous transmission intensity values for the LWCC waveguide as a 
function of sample runs is shown in a combined plot in Figure 11.1.   As can be seen, 
there was a relatively little variability (± 3 %) using the non-coherent Halogen or Xenon 
light source, large variability (± 50 %) using the He-Ne laser source or 266 nm Nd:YAG 
laser  (± 20 %) , and moderate variability (± 7 %) using a scattered He-Ne laser source. 
 
11.1 Comparison With Recent Studies 
 
There may be several different explanations for the above results, including potential 
changes in the LWCC waveguide’s surface physical/optical characteristics between 
sample runs, the development of a bio or chemical film along the waveguide’s surface, 
and changes in the laser propagation modes or polarization if there were small alignment 
changes in the optical fiber leading to the LWCC.   It is not yet known if these are 
responsible for the variability seen, but it is interesting to look at recent studies performed 
by Barwicz and H. Haus who studied the effect of surface roughness in microphotonic 
waveguides and their influence on scattering losses and transmission 19.   In their paper, 
they used a surface geometry as shown in Figure 11.2 and assumed a linear 
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Figure 11.2 (a) perspective view and (b) top view of a rough rectangular waveguide 
                   The top and bottom walls are considered smooth and only the sidewalls 
                  are believed rough.  A uniform surrounds the waveguide-core cladding 
                  of refractive index  n clad . (c) Spherical coordinate system used. (from  
                   Barwicz, 2005)              
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straight waveguide.   As can be seen, the roughness and index of refraction varied across 
the waveguide.   They calculated the scatter due to such a surface as a laser beam 
propagated along the waveguide using a wavepropogation analysis including evanescent 
field calculations.   They were able to show that the “scattering losses show significant 
polarization dependence”.   This can be seen as in Figure 11.3 that shows the scattering 
losses for the TE- like mode and a TM-like mode from their paper.  As can be seen, they 
are very different for the two different polarizations. 
 
In another important paper by Lytle, they recognized the problem that curved 
hollow waveguides might be very inefficient because light no longer strikes the walls at a 
highly reflective grazing angle.20   In addition, Propagation losses can increase when the 
focused laser beam is not inserted parallel to the waveguide axis.   As a result they 
conducted a theoretical study of shallow reflectance angle effects in a linear straight 
waveguide.  Figure 11.4 shows their propagation losses when light is focused to a 20 µm 
radius, inputted into a hollow square waveguide, and the input angle is changed from 0.10 
up to 1.00.  As can be seen the loss (and transmission) varies significantly as the input 
angle is changed slightly. 
 
  It should be noted that in a paper by Song, a 785 nm excitation laser was used to 
enhance the Raman spectra of organic solvents like benzene in a Type I LWCC 
waveguide.12  The author saw significant difference in the measured or deduced 
absorption coefficient of water and benzene and these values were in quantitative but not 
 97
qualitative agreement with the previous theoretical work.  These results are consistent 
with our measurements in that, their discrepancy is similar to our readings when a 
coherent laser source was used with the LWCC waveguide. 
 
11.2 Additional LWCC Measurements Using Focused HeNe Laser Into Fiber 
 
 Using the papers by Lytle as a guide (as to the importance of input angle) we 
repeated some of our He-Ne laser source experiments, and used a short focal length lens 
to input the light into the fibers.   Unfortunately, the variability was observed to be of 
same order as observed without the focusing lens and is shown in Figure 11.5.   Further 
careful work is required to study this further.  
 
1.3  General Conclusions 
 
 While the above analysis does not directly answer our variability data, it does 
support the observation that the scatter of the polarized laser modes may depend 
significantly upon changes in the surface characteristics or changes in the reflection angle 
along the curved or coiled wall.   In addition, for the non-coherent sources (and possibly 
scattered He-Ne source), a summation over all polarizations and modes would produce a 
more homogeneous transmission value and thus less variability between sample runs. 
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Figure 11.4 Propagation losses when a 488nm laser is focused to a 20 -µm radius at the  
                   entrance to a 100µm x 100µm square waveguide.  The lines represent various 
                   insertion angles between the Gaussian beam and the waveguide axis.(from  
                    Lytle,2003)                                                                                   
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Figure 11.5 Measured transmission values for the focused He-Ne (into fiber and LWCC) 
                    and LWCC cleaned between runs.                                                           
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          These results are important because they show the utility, for the first time, of using 
the LWCC waveguide with a spectroscopic laser source as opposed to a more 
conventional non-coherent light source.  It should be added that analytical spectroscopists 
that use the flow injection analysis are just starting to use the LWCC waveguide as a 
standard instrument for the process control, but most often using a conventional  
non – coherent light sources.21,22  Our results have shown that the use of  the LWCC 
waveguide with a laser source needs to be conducted with caution until further calibration 
and studies are conducted. 
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                     CHAPTER 12. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 
 
Laser spectroscopic absorption measurements were conducted on various samples 
of water using a long wave liquid capillary cell in order to study its potential for the 
measurement of trace species in water samples. An increase in the absorption cell length 
from one cm to one meter for the coiled LWCC waveguide increased the sensitivity of 
our measurement by two orders of magnitude, which enabled us to measure the 
absorption of clean water samples.                 
 
The transmission intensity or spectrum was measured using the coiled liquid core 
capillary waveguide (LWCC waveguide), which was chemically cleaned between each 
sample run.  The readings showed good consistency when the light source was non- 
coherent like a Xenon arc lamp or a Halogen lamp.  However upon using a coherent laser 
source such as a Helium Neon laser operating at 632 nm or a Nd:YAG microchip laser 
operating at 266 nm and 355 nm, the transmission readings were found to vary.  In 
addition it was found that using scattered Helium Neon laser light as the source produced 
much less variability in the subsequent runs.       
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           Our results seemed to be consistent with previous published work regarding the 
effect of thin films and surface roughness on waveguide walls (Barwicz, 2005). Their 
studies showed the variability in transmission due to changes in the surface roughness 
(and index of refraction), especially between different polarization modes (TE or TM) 
propagating down the waveguide. Such an effect could be present in our experiments 
using the coiled LWCC waveguide especially since the surfaces were chemically cleaned 
between each sample run lending them susceptible to changes in the films or coatings 
along the wall and possible slight changes in stability of the coil.  In addition our results 
are consistent with studies by Lytle who showed the large sensitivity due to slight 
changes in the input direction into the waveguide. 
 
  This thesis shows that further work needs to be conducted to study the use of a 
LWCC waveguide for laser spectroscopy applications, including the use of graded index 
fibers, different cleaning procedures using a neutral pH solution to limit the formation of 
films inside the waveguide, and using a continuous water flow system to avoid the due to 
formation of water bubbles.  In addition, detailed optical modeling of laser propagation 
through a curved (i.e., coiled) waveguide should be conducted as well as the possible 
changes in the coiled waveguide geometry (i.e. diameter or position) when the coil is 
cleaned using flowing chemicals.  It may be possible that if the coiled LWCC waveguide 
is fixed or glued in place to limit its movement, the variability observed with the laser 
source may be much smaller.  Further studies are needed to verify these ideas. 
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